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hoine where he lives.

•

"Jordan: Out in the country?
Iirene: Yeah. You know where he lives—by the cedar trees?
Jordan: That's close to the Apache Y?

' .,

Jrene: Yeah, west of the "Y". They're going to build him a home right there.
'everything—the land is there-—and all they have to do is just build now.
\ And they're waiting on the money. When they get started, they're going to
build. Theirs is approved. But theirs (Black^ie and Elton's), the application
is already approved but no place to put the home. And the land ht owns—forty
acres—he wants to sel^. that. He (probably Blackie) doesn't want to build a
home there. So I don't know how he's going to come out., They want to build
in town.
Jordan; Where is his forty?.
Irene: Right out here.
Birdie: Won't they build in town, Irene, or wherever you want it?
Irene: If you—you got to have an acre and a quarter.
, Birdie:. They won't allow you enough money to buy the acre and a quarter plus
your house, wherever you want it. You got to have a acre and a quarter firsx,
before they approve your house.
Irene: Yeah. Before they approve it. I couldn't even buy no lot in towri.
I looked all over. Went everywhere.
ROBERTA TOHAY'S PROBLEM: TOO MUCH INCOME FOR HOUSING PROGRAM AND NOT ENOUGH
FOR OTHER- KIND OF LOAN
Birdie: What about her* (Roberta)? You either don't have "enough or you got
i

too much. Anything to discourage, you. You can't even get it!

\, .

. Roberta: I got my twd acres over here—rabout two or three east of here.
Irene:, Where you^all's old place used to.be?
Roberta: Yeah., See, we were down here in the'bottom, but I got it pver there
across the field on the gravel road where the. bus can come by. And my husband

